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A note from the President…David Schomburgk

It has certainly been a very busy time over the last month both on and off the course. The course
itself has stood up incredibly well to the recent weather events and is a credit to Rob and his staff.
We have received numerous positive comments from a range of visitors lately which only goes to
reinforce my view that The Vines remains the “Best Course and Club’ in the south of Adelaide.
All of our representative teams have continued to represent the club with pride and have put in
many great performances throughout the season. A particular mention must be given to our
juniors who won the Junior Sharp Cup for the first time since back when we were still known as
the Marino Golf Club.
Off the course there have been so many things happening that there is probably not enough
space to detail them all. First and foremost the Committee has been continuing the process of
recruiting a new manager. To this end we have spent considerable time in determining the
right set of skills that we require in a manager to make sure we get the best person to take us
forward. That process is almost complete and I expect that we will be advertising the position
within the next week or so. Word has obviously got around in Golf Circles that we have a vacancy
for a new Manager and we have been contacted by a number of people who have expressed an
interest in being considered for the position. I have been very pleased with the high calibre of
some of these people and that speaks volumes for the club and that we are still seen as a
‘Destination Club’ and an employer of choice.

Main Club Sponsor…

(From the President…continued)
In the absence of a manager all other staff have been only too willing to step up and share the
increased workload and for that I thank them sincerely. Kathryn in the office did a great job while
Julie was on leave and the staff in the Pro Shop have continued to deliver a high level of service
despite a few changes in personnel. On that note it would be remiss of me not to thank Cathy
Hayward for her contribution to the club over the last 8 plus years, Cathy is retiring on 19th July to
spend more time with her family and we wish her well for the future. Cathy will not be lost to us
completely as she has kindly offered to help out on a casual basis if required.
The number of members who have volunteered their assistance to carry out various jobs
around the club over the last month has also been very much appreciated. Our members certainly
do have an incredibly wide range of skills and experiences that they are willing to share for the
benefit of their club. This generosity of spirit is a significant element of what goes towards making
our club the place it is today.
Finally, it is that time of the year when the finance committee is starting to formulate the
budget for next year and that is by no means an easy task. Not unexpectedly there are ever
increasing demands on the expenditure side and how we meet those demands while maintaining
our course and growing our club is the challenge we face. At the same time it is my and the
committee’s aim to reverse the trend over recent years where the club has recorded operating
losses as that is not considered a sustainable strategy moving forward.
To achieve this we are focussing on increasing our revenue from areas outside of membership
fees while also controlling expenditure. This task becomes so much easier if all members
support the club and do not leave the burden to only a few. So if you are considering
dining out or have a function coming up (or know someone who does) then please consider
coming to the club and using our facilities.

Commercial Activities…from Ian Threadgold (VP Commercial Activities)
We thought it useful to provide a brief update on the work we are doing in this portfolio.
• Sponsorships.
Don Johnson has agreed to head up our Sponsorship program which needed an overhaul. Don has
already renewed sponsorships with Elite Printing, Peats Soils, Terry White Chemist and Colorado
Crash and we are now planning some interesting sponsorship options for next year, including a
new Sponsor’s golf day format with member meal options and guest speakers after.
*New ABN Sponsorship*. If you have an ABN number and wish to consider paying your
membership fees with pretax dollars then ask us how.
Please send all sponsorship enquiries to the office and we will promptly follow up.
• Golf Shop Operations.
Commercial Activities are now responsible for the golf shop and we are well under way with our
review on its operating procedures. We expect to make some significant announcements soon,
and in the meantime please enjoy the attention from our friendly staff and take advantage of the
many deals available. Ever thought about cashing in your Golf Shop account with a bargain?
• Marketing and Communications subcommittee.
COM has agreed with our proposal to form a CA subcommittee to coordinate our Marketing and
Communications within our Club. We are pleased to advise that our new member David Adlem
from Mediamine will join this committee to help us plan a consistent marketing strategy and to
develop a regular communication plan with our membership.
• Hospitality.
We have started the review on our Bar and Catering and have received some welcome advice
from South Adelaide Football Club on operating this area of our Club. We will continue our review
to ensure we maximize our returns and expect that we will have a proposal to COM shortly.

Cathy Hayward Retires… from Ian Threadgold (VP Commercial Activities)
We are sad to advise all members that Cathy has
decided to give up the early morning trips from
Goolwa way and retire from her golf shop position.
Cathy has been the mainstay of our “pro shop” for
almost 8 years now and has always maintained a
high level of service in the Club’s interest. She can
now concentrate on her Vines golf career which
already includes 11 honor board achievements and
our #1 Pennant team ranking.
Thanks, heaps, for your efforts Cathy and good luck
with you and Chris’s retirement plans.
All members are invited to farewell Cathy on Friday
night (19th July) at “Cathy’s Party” in our clubhouse
when a formal club presentation will be made.
Details are in our E news.

Peter Fagg hits first Hole In One
Congratulations to Peter Fagg who scored his first Hole In One on the
3rd Hole Wednesday morning’s Stableford Comp.
A legend of the club and 30 year member Pete was well overdue and
the golfing gods finally shone down on him this morning.

HOLE IN ONE on 3rd …

Wednesday 26th June

From the Captain…Dean Nobbs
The Vines Juniors win the Sharp Cup Final
The Vines Sharp Cup team comprising Charlie Nobbs, Ryan Francis (c), Louis Pretty, John
Knott, Oscar McDonnell and Boston Price won the Junior Sharp Cup (Division 1) pennant
final on Sunday at The Vines.
The team won 3.5 matches to 1.5 against the previously undefeated Grange Gold team to record
its first Sharp Cup win since Marino won many years ago. It was a fantastic turn out from The
Vines members, which really spurred the team on all day. The team was very appreciative of the
support they received from the Members.
The weather was challenging all day and the course was damp, which made the course play
longer than normal. It was a tight contest and the team showed nerves of steel in front of the big
crowd to edge ahead over the closing holes.
The juniors practice sessions over summer with Dylan Thomas started paying dividends down
the stretch and when John Knott made a difficult two put on the 17th hole, The Vines won their
third match with Charlie Nobbs and Louis Pretty also winning, meaning that Ryan Francis’s match
was halved. Oscar McDonnell made a great come back and fought hard all day against his longer
hitting opponent.
Well done boys and thanks to Mick Gibbie for managing the team and Dylan Thomas for
coaching the team during the year.
Boston Price was in the US for the final, but called in before the start of play to wish the boys luck.
Peter Fagg Gets His First Hole in One
Peter Fagg, a 30 year member, had his first hole in one, on the third hole.
The hole in one club has grown in numbers very quickly over the last 12 months and Peter is the
latest addition. Well done Pete.
Pennant Wrap

The 2019 pennant season is complete.

Our Junior Sharp Cup team were the highlight of the season, winning the final on Sunday.
Our Simpson Cup team finished seventh this year and will look to improve next year in Simpson
Cup.
Our Bonnar Cup team finished in fifth place.
It was a reasonable year with the highlight being the addition of Sush Prakash and Josh
Barrett playing their first pennant games.
The Junior Division 2 team finished in eighth position. Most of the Junior Division 2 team had only
recently started playing golf and they put in a great effort all year. Well done Steve Hastie for
getting the Division 2 team out to play each week and encouraging the boys to play on Saturday.

A big thank you to our pennant players for the way in which they represented The Vines.
Also thank you to all of those that helped in some way…team managers, caddies and supporters.
Winter Golf is Upon Us
You will have noticed that the course has wet up over the last few weeks and there isn’t as much
run on the course.
The course is playing longer and scoring is more difficult.

then the first two to putt
out should head to the next tee to speed up play.
If your group is getting behind the group in front,

L to R, back row…

John Knott, Oscar McDonnell, Ryan Francis
L to R, front row…

Charlie Nobbs, Louis Pretty
Absent: Boston Price

FROM COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…from Peter Shaw (Vice President, Course)
We have seen the full range of weather over the past month, with heavy rain, unseasonal
warm days and frost. The rain is certainly welcome and our dams are now full. We've had two
weeks with quite warm and fine weather during the week and rain on the weekend. We even had
to irrigate greens at the end of those fine spells.
The frost was a real surprise and we had to delay play for an hour one morning. This was
unfortunate because we were hosting the Women's A4 Pennants at 8am and they were unable to
start until 9am. This is the first time that the course has closed due to frost in 22 years. We have
experienced small areas of frost in the past but this was course wide.
This is now the third Winter since we started the new greens management program.
We have currently stopped dusting while the growth rate is low but we are continuing with the
needle spiking each week. Feedback from members and others who come to the course seems to
be all positive with regard to the condition of the greens and the firm true ball roll. From a
management viewpoint we are also happy. The spiking and dusting program has certainly
improved the health and density of the turf, not to mention the playing conditions, and the
addition of the wetting agent dosing unit before Summer has taken the consistency to another
level. We now feel comfortable with the decision to remove the twice yearly coring renovation
from our program and also very grateful to have a Committee of Management that is willing to
support our continuous aim to improve.
Last month's working bee was very successful and the result on the 4th and 16th holes is
great. Next working bee will be on the day after the next Special Guest Day, Thursday 18th
July. We will break away from our course tree trimming and tackle the olive trees along the base
of the dam wall on the 6th hole, before they set fruit. We can also follow-up immediately and
poison the stumps on the same day.
Thank You to all the club members who sent messages of support due to my illness. Many
thanks.
The Course Sub-Committee is looking for your feedback on any issue any time that relates
to the Course. Have a question, a suggestion or criticism, please write to
feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au. Any correspondence will be treated confidentially.

SUGGESTION FOR THE PERFECT WIFE…
“What wonderful advice.”
The editor spotted this sign on the outside wall
of the Morning Star Bar pub, Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
He and his lovely wife were going in for
afternoon tea…”believe it or not”.

HOLE DAMAGE

Since allowing players to leave the flagstick in the hole, while putting a ball on
the green, excessive damage to the holes has occurred, so much so that
the problem has become a global discussion point.
Much of the damage is being caused to the edges of the holes by players not
taking sufficient care in either, removing and replacing the flagstick and/or
retrieving their golf balls from the holes manually or by gadgets attached to the
handles of putters.

It is hoped that no player ever retrieves their golf ball by using the putter head to flick
the ball out of the hole.
Whilst the prime reason for allowing players to putt with the pin in is to speed up play and save
time on the greens it was not anticipated that so much precipitous damage would be caused to
the edge of the holes.
To avoid this damage to the holes players will need to change their methods of extracting their
golf balls.

Therefore it is incumbent upon each individual player to ensure that when removing a
flagstick and/or retrieving holed golf balls all care is taken to ensure that touching the
edge of the hole is minimised.
That of course means that the players’ hands or fingers, any part of the putter (including the
putter head and any gadget attached to the end of the putters handle, designed to grasp the ball
in the hole) never makes any contact with the edge of the hole.
Care should also be taken when replacing the flagstick to ensure that the ferrule on the base of
the flagstick does not make any contact with the edge of the hole and thus avoiding any risk of
damage.
NOTE: Rule 1. The Game, Player Conduct and the Rules states
1.2 Standards of Player Conduct:
All players are expected to play in the spirit of the game by:
e.g. Taking good care of the course- for example, by replacing divots,
smoothing bunkers, repairing ball-marks, and not causing unnecessary
damage to the course.
The Club has adopted a Code of Conduct and there is a penalty if you do not conform with it.

From Bernie L…

RULE of the month…explanation
…from John Ward

IT IS AN ILL WIND

Lew found himself on the 5th green on a wild and windy day after playing
three very good shots. As he proceeded to walk to his ball a gust of wind
blew it closer to the hole and came to rest.
“What do I do?” he asked his trusty knowledgeable mate Dowski, to which
Dowski replied “Your ball must be played from its new spot and there is no
penalty.”
Lew then proceeded to mark his ball, picked it up and waited for Dowski to putt. However, when it
became Lew’s turn to putt, and after he replaced his ball, another gust of wind again blew his ball
closer to the hole.
“OK, what do I do now, can I play it from there?”
“No, because your ball is on the putting green and you lifted and replaced it, you must replace
your ball on its original spot, which if not known must be estimated, and you putt from that spot.
This what you have to do no matter what caused your ball to move (including the wind)”
WHAT ?
Lew was not happy but took Dowski’s ruling as correct and two putted for a five.
Dowski suggested Lew look up Rule 9.3…Ball Moved by Natural Forces, in his rule book to
confirm the ruling.

A WORD FROM THE GIRLS…from Jan Threadgold (VP Women’s Golf)
Congratulations to everyone who represented The Vines Golf Club in the
three teams fielded so far this year; A4 Pennant, Cleek and Hickory. Thank
you to the team managers and caddies who gladly rose early on the cold
mornings to support these teams.
It was fantastic to see the A4 Pennant Team come 1st for the 2nd year in a
row but unfortunately lost the semi-final 3/2 to the eventual winners Grange.
Thank you to the club members who travelled to Kooyonga to support the
team.
Cleek finished 6th and missed out on playing finals by only 1 game.
Hickory competed well and finished 5th.
The Nomads Team plays their first match at Blackwood on Thursday 11th July and the Southern
Zone Challenge Shield commences on Monday 29th July.
We send our best wishes to both competing teams.
The Club Representatives’ Dinner will be held on Saturday 27th July at 6.30pm.
Planning is under way for another Club Advantage Day to be held in October at West Lakes Golf
Club. I will confirm details once arrangements have been finalised.
Cathy Hayward has resigned from the Golf Shop. We thank Cathy for her contribution.

COURSE CARE: Pitch Marks

PLEASE REPAIR your plug marks using the correct
technique. (See the suggested method below)
At this time of the year turf growth has slowed
considerably, and as a result pitch marks take longer to
repair. But we can help to maintain the quality of our
playing surfaces (greens) with just a little effort and
care.

A properly repaired pitch mark will heal within 7-14
days, whereas incorrectly repaired pitch marks can take
double that time.

HOW TO REPAIR A PITCH MARK:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discard any loose turf taken out by the ball
Insert the pitch mark repair tool outside the back of the pitch mark.
Lever the turf (not the soil) towards the centre of the pitch mark.
Repeat this action on all sides of the pitch mark.
Tamp the repaired area gently with your putter.

What NOT to do:

Do not replace any pieces of turf taken out by the ball….. they will die anyway and delay
the healing process.
Do not lift the soil from the centre of the pitch mark, as this will create a larger area for the
turf to grow over and delay the healing process.
Do not insert the pitch repair mark tool and twist…. It will only break away more turf and
delay the healing process
Do not leave a lump of exposed soil the size of a 50 cent coin on the green, ideally a
correctly repaired pitch mark should be undetectable.

So please carry and use your pitch mark repair tool to repair any pitch marks you see on a green,
(whether your ball made them or they were someone else’s plug mark).
The proper repair of plug marks will make an enormous difference to the playing surfaces and
contribute to the ongoing enjoyment of all players and also retain healthy greens.

For reference;

You can watch a video of how to repair ball marks.

GOOGLE;

“U.S.G.A.: How to repair ball marks.”

Frost Delays: Why?

Rob Millington, Golf Course Superintendent
Recently we had to delay play for about an hour on a Monday morning due to frost cover and
unfortunately it coincided with the Women's Hickory Pennants.
Frost delay is a very rare occurrence at The Vines but at some courses it is part of their normal
conditions; generally in places like Tasmania and New Zealand.
Frost is the freezing of dew on the leaf surface and this also causes the leaf to freeze because it is
predominantly made of water. With such low mowing heights on greens any foot traffic
effectively breaks the leaves and causes permanent damage, but this damage may not be seen for
a number of days.
Here is some damage on our 1st and 13th greens from a previous frost:

These photos show the damage from just one player walking on the greens while the frost was
present. Luckily the frost disappeared before any more golfers came through.
Frost usually forms at dawn and can form very quickly, without warning, generally after a clear,
cold night, with no wind. Once the sun comes up the frost will dissipate fairly quickly but it is
important that we delay play until we are sure that no damage will occur.
Another factor that is important to mention is that course staff are prevented from carrying out
their work while frost is present. They are unable to mow, shift pin locations and any other work
that requires trafficking over the turf. This obviously will cause delays with regard to competition
play on any given day.

I would like to thank the players who were held up recently for their patience and
understanding in an unusual circumstance here at The Vines.

COURSE CANS ARE BACK

Course Cans are back at their very special price. The Club introduced
Course Can for members playing a round of golf, not just a cheap
beer. So if you are playing a round of golf, feel free to ask for your
Course can – you need to present your scorecard

10% DISCOUNT FOR MEMBERS…

Don’t forget loading $100 on your club card gives you $110 credit to spend on drinks, coffee,
meals etc in the clubhouse. See article on website for details.

VINES WINE LUNCH

PRESENTED

BY BREMERTON WINES

SUNDAY 4TH AUGUST 2019

BOOK IN NOW FOR THE VINES WINES LUNCH – SUNDAY 4TH AUGUST 2019
VERY POPULAR FUNCTION LAST TIME, ENJOYED BY ALL IN ATTENDANCE, GET IN
QUICK!
5 DELICIOUS COURSES, PAIRED WITH BREMERTON WINES
$85.00 PER HEAD
BOOK IN THE OFFICE OR CALL 83811822
GET IN QUICK TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!!

From Bernie L…

Club Sponsors…
Happy Valley

Hub Shopping Centre

Pump Technology Services

